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for short, we have called civilization.10 The more recent terminology from archeology
and anthropology seems to be more appropriate for the history of education than (he
earlier terms, but since both are widely used today in the scholarly literature, I have
continued to use both in Figures 1,2, 1.3, and 1.4.
Comparable Terms for Stages of Human Development
Paleolithic Age        Food-gathering societies >         Folk societies
Neolithic Age	Food-producing societies*
Bronze Age     )       Literate urban societies	Traditional civilization
Early Iron Age'
Late Iron Age	Industrial society	Modern civilization
It is next to impossible to use technical terms with which all scholars will agree,
so complicated is this whole field. It is virtually impossible to use any popular terms
which will not ruffle some racial or ethnic sensibilities. But some terms must be used,
and the problems must be faced. This book therefore follows Robert Red field's use of
the term folk society as most acceptably meeting the scholarly evidence concerning
objective differences among societies, both past and present, and yet is most free from
objectionable connotations that will arouse sensitive feelings,11 It carries positive
connotations conducive to discussion of culture and education. All races and ethnic
groups have had their share of folk societies; all still display today some elements that
can fairly be described as typical of folk society wherever it appeared.
The term folk society is thus used in this book to include both paleolithic and
neolithic societies, both food-gathering and food-producing ways of life. It embraces
the "precivilized," "prelitcratc" or "prehistoric" peoples who lived prior to 3500 B.
C., before the rise of the first cities, or the first written language, or the first
systematizing of written knowledge anywhere in the world; and it embraces those
societies that have continued to exist alongside of or relatively untouched by the
civilized societies that have developed in all parts of the world at different times since
3500 B. C. Since the sequence of historical development of prccivilizecl societies and
cultures during the first 99 percent of the human career is so hazy and is based upon
so little direct cultural evidence, I shall not try to reconstruct an educational history of
prehistoric times. I shall simply try to summarize some of the characteristics that seem
to apply to education in folk societies in general.
A defect of the cornucopia schema protraycd in Figure 1.3 is the possible
impression that a regular succession of "ages" took place at the same time in all parts
of the world. Quite the contrary. Homo sapiens probably overlapped in time with
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